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(57) A fan case (72) of a gas turbine engine (20) in-
cludes a fan blade containment section (78) defined
about an engine axis (A), a thrust reverser cascade sec-
tion (80) downstream of the blade containment section

(78) and a Fan Exit Guide Vane section (82) downstream
of the thrust reverser cascade section (80). A corre-
sponding fan section (22) and a gas turbine engine (20)
are also provided.
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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a gas turbine
engine, and more particularly to a turbofan engine thrust
reverser.
[0002] Gas turbine engines may include a thrust re-
verser to redirect engine thrust to reduce landing dis-
tance. Thrust reversers are typically articulated doors in
a nacelle structure that deploy into a position that ob-
structs and redirects engine thrust. Clamshell thrust re-
versers use shells which close together to capture and
redirect core engine exhaust. Cascade thrust reversers
use a translatable sleeve which forms a rearward outer
wall portion of a bypass duct which translates rearwardly
to form an outlet with cascade arrays. When the trans-
latable sleeves move rearward upon deployment, block-
ing doors hinge radially inwardly to block the bypass duct
and redirect bypass airflow through the cascade array
which redirects the bypass flow.

SUMMARY

[0003] A fan case of a gas turbine engine according to
an exemplary aspect of the present disclosure includes
a fan blade containment section defined about an engine
axis. A thrust reverser cascade section downstream of
the blade containment section and a Fan Exit Guide Vane
section downstream of the thrust reverser cascade sec-
tion.
[0004] A fan section of a gas turbine engine according
to an exemplary aspect of the present disclosure includes
a thrust reverser cascade within a fan case upstream of
a multiple of Fan Exit Guide Vanes.
[0005] A gas turbine engine according to an exemplary
aspect of the present disclosure includes a fan case and
a core case defined about an engine axis. A multiple of
Fan Exit Guide Vanes attached to the fan case and the
core case. A thrust reverser cascade within the fan case
upstream of the multiple of Fan Exit Guide Vanes. A mul-
tiple of inner and outer thrust reverser doors adjacent to
the thrust reverser cascade. A fan blocker door mounted
to each of the multiple of Fan Exit Guide Vanes.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006] Various features will become apparent to those
skilled in the art from the following detailed description
of the disclosed non-limiting embodiment. The drawings
that accompany the detailed description can be briefly
described as follows:

Figure 1 is a schematic cross-sectional view of a gas
turbine engine;
Figure 2 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the
gas turbine engine within a nacelle assembly;
Figure 3 is an enlarged schematic cross-sectional

view of the gas turbine engine illustrating a thrust
reverser integral with a fan case;
Figure 4 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the
gas turbine engine within a nacelle assembly illus-
trating the thrust reverser integral with a fan case;
Figure 5 is an enlarged rear perspective view of the
thrust reverser in a thrust reverse position;
Figure 6 is an enlarged perspective partial sectional
view of the thrust reverser in a thrust reverse position;
Figure 7 is an enlarged schematic cross-sectional
view of another non-limiting embodiment of a thrust
reverser integral with a fan case in a closed position;
Figure 8 is an enlarged schematic cross-sectional
view of the thrust reverser of Figure 7 in a thrust
reverse position; and
Figure 9 is an enlarged perspective partial sectional
view of the thrust reverser in a closed position.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0007] Figure 1 schematically illustrates a gas turbine
engine 20. The gas turbine engine 20 is disclosed herein
as a two-spool turbofan that generally incorporates a fan
section 22, a compressor section 24, a combustor section
26 and a turbine section 28. Alternative engines might
include an augmentor section (not shown) among other
systems or features. The fan section 22 drives air along
a bypass flowpath while the compressor section 24 drives
air along a core flowpath for compression and commu-
nication into the combustor section 26 then expansion
through the turbine section 28. Although depicted as a
turbofan gas turbine engine in the disclosed non-limiting
embodiment, it should be understood that the concepts
described herein are not limited to use with turbofans as
the teachings may be applied to other types of turbine
engines.
[0008] The engine 20 generally includes a low speed
spool 30 and a high speed spool 32 mounted for rotation
about an engine central longitudinal axis A relative to an
engine static structure 36 via several bearing systems
38. It should be understood that various bearing systems
38 at various locations may alternatively or additionally
be provided.
[0009] The low speed spool 30 generally includes an
inner shaft 40 that interconnects a fan 42, a low pressure
compressor 44 and a low pressure turbine 46. The inner
shaft 40 is connected to the fan 42 through a geared
architecture 48 to drive the fan 42 at a lower speed than
the low speed spool 30. The high speed spool 32 includes
an outer shaft 50 that interconnects a high pressure com-
pressor 52 and high pressure turbine 54. A combustor
56 is arranged between the high pressure compressor
52 and the high pressure turbine 54. The inner shaft 40
and the outer shaft 50 are concentric and rotate about
the engine central longitudinal axis A which is collinear
with their longitudinal axes.
[0010] The core airflow is compressed by the low pres-
sure compressor 44 then the high pressure compressor
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52, mixed and burned with fuel in the combustor 56, then
expanded over the high pressure turbine 54 and low pres-
sure turbine 46. The turbines 54, 46 rotationally drive the
respective low speed spool 30 and high speed spool 32
in response to the expansion.
[0011] With reference to Figure 2, the gas turbine en-
gine 20 is mounted to an engine pylon structure 60 within
an engine nacelle assembly 62 as is typical of an aircraft
designed for subsonic operation. The nacelle assembly
62 generally includes a core nacelle 64 and a fan nacelle
66. The fan nacelle 66 is supported relative to the core
nacelle 64 by Fan Exit Guide Vanes (FEGVs) 68 which
extend between a core case 70 and a fan case 72. The
core case 70 and the fan case 72 are structural members
which support the respective fan nacelle 66 and core
nacelle 64 which define outer aerodynamic surfaces. The
core case 70 is often referred to as the engine backbone
and supports the rotational componentry therein. It
should be understood that although a particular compo-
nent arrangement is disclosed in the illustrated embodi-
ment, various pylon structures and nacelle assemblies
will benefit herefrom.
[0012] An annular bypass flow path 74 is defined be-
tween the fan nacelle 66 and the core nacelle 64. The
engine 20 generates a high bypass flow arrangement
with a bypass ratio in which approximately eighty percent
of the airflow which enters the fan nacelle 66 becomes
bypass flow. In the disclosed non-limiting embodiment,
the bypass flow B communicates through the generally
annular bypass flow path 74 and is discharged from the
engine 10 through a variable area fan nozzle (VAFN) 76
which defines a variable exit area for the bypass flow.
[0013] As the fan blades within the fan section 22 are
efficiently designed at a particular fixed stagger angle for
an efficient cruise condition, the VAFN 76 is operated to
effectively vary the fan nozzle exit area to adjust fan by-
pass air flow such that the angle of attack or incidence
on the fan blades is maintained close to the design inci-
dence for efficient engine operation at other flight condi-
tions, such as landing and takeoff to thus provide opti-
mized engine operation over a range of flight conditions
with respect to performance and other operational pa-
rameters such as noise levels.
[0014] With reference to Figure 3, the fan case 72 gen-
erally includes a fan blade containment section 78, a
thrust reverser cascade section 80 and a FEGV attach-
ment section 82. That is, the fan case 72 may be formed
of a multiple of sections formed of carbon fiber, metal
alloys, or combinations thereof, which are bolted or oth-
erwise assembled together. Alternatively, the sections
may be manufactured as a unitary structure. The thrust
reverser cascade section 80 is a structural component
which forms an integral portion of the fan case 72. The
fan blade containment section 78 generally include an
inner layer 84, a ballistic liner 86, and an outer structure
88. The inner layer 84 may be an abradable layer that
provides close tolerances with the fan blades 42B. The
ballistic liner 86 resists and dulls the ballistic event of fan

blade liberation. The outer structure 88 facilitates support
of the fan nacelle 66 as well as provide for attachment
to the thrust reverser cascade section 80. It should be
understood that various assemblies may alternatively or
additionally provided with the thrust reverser cascade
section 80 upstream of the FEGV attachment section 82.
[0015] The thrust reverser cascade section 80 includes
a thrust reverser cascade 90 with a multiple of ribs 92
and a multiple of cascade airfoils 94. The multiple of ribs
92 may be arranged in a helix formed in a direction equiv-
alent to a rotational direction of the fan 42 between the
fan blade containment section 78 and the FEGV attach-
ment section 82 (Figure 4). The multiple of cascade air-
foils 94 are arranged circumferentially about axis A axially
forward of the FEGVs 68 to direct bypass flow in a for-
wardly direction to provide thrust reverse flow. The mul-
tiple of cascade airfoils 94 may be integral with or sup-
ported by the multiple of ribs 92.
[0016] The thrust reverser cascade section 80 are
readily located within the fan nacelle 66 aerodynamic
lines to provide a relatively short system compared to
that of conventional thrust reverser as well as a 360 de-
gree discharge area. Relatively shorter length and small-
er diameter nacelles improve fuel burn performance of
aircraft engines through, for example, reduced drag, re-
duced duct pressure loss and reduced nacelle weight.
The forward position of the thrust reverser cascade sec-
tion 80 also facilitates location of the engine 20 farther
aft on an aircraft wing closer to wing leading edge and
aircraft center of gravity.
[0017] The thrust reverser cascade section 80 is locat-
ed radially outward of a multiple of inner thrust reverser
doors 96, radially inward of a multiple of outer thrust re-
verser doors 98 and axially forward of multiple of fan
blocker doors 100 which selectively extend from the
FEGVs 68 to selectively form a thrust reverse flow path
through the fan nacelle 66. The geared turbofan archi-
tecture, in particular, facilitates the increased volume for-
ward of the FEGVs 68 within the fan case 72 to locate
the thrust reverser system disclosed herein, however,
other engine architectures will benefit as well.
[0018] Each of the multiple of inner thrust reverser
doors 96 may be mounted to one of the multiple of ribs
92 to define an inner hinge axis IH such that each of
multiple of inner thrust reverser doors 96 open inwards
toward the engine axis A. As the multiple of inner thrust
reverser doors 96 are mounted to the ribs 92, the multiple
of inner thrust reverser doors 96 may be generally ar-
ranged in a helix to facilitate direction of the fan bypass
flow into the thrust reverser cascade section 80. That is,
the multiple of inner thrust reverser doors 96 may be
somewhat transverse to the fan bypass flow path (Figure
5). The multiple of inner thrust reverser doors 96 are ac-
tively deployed and retracted through an actuator system
102 (illustrated schematically). As the multiple of inner
thrust reverser doors 96 may be pivotally mounted di-
rectly to the fan case 72 and are thereby provided with
structural support, it should be understood that various
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actuator systems may be utilized.
[0019] Each of the multiple of outer thrust reverser
doors 98 may be mounted to the fan nacelle 66 to define
an outer hinge axis OH such that each of multiple of outer
thrust reverser doors 98 open outward relative the engine
axis A (Figure 6). Although mounted to the fan nacelle
66 in the disclosed non-limiting embodiment, the multiple
of outer thrust reverser doors 98 may alternatively or ad-
ditionally be hingeally mounted directly to the fan case
72 to provide further structural support.
[0020] Each of the multiple of outer thrust reverser
doors 98 may be arranged circumferentially about an out-
er mold line of the fan nacelle 66. That is, each of the
multiple of outer thrust reverser doors 98 hinge about
hinge axis OH which may be generally parallel to the
engine axis A.
[0021] The multiple of outer thrust reverser doors 98
may be passively deployed due to the direction of the
thrust reverse flow therethrough and utilize only a bias
system 104 (illustrated schematically) to maintain the
multiple of outer thrust reverser doors 98 in a closed po-
sition when no thrust reverse flow is selected. Alterna-
tively, the multiple of outer thrust reverser doors 98 may
be actively deployed and retracted independently of, or
in conjunction with, the multiple of inner thrust reverser
doors 96 such that the actuator system 102 may be a
common actuator system.
[0022] In another disclosed non-limiting embodiment,
a multiple of outer thrust reverser doors 98’ translate gen-
erally parallel to the engine axis A (Figures 7 and 8). That
is, the multiple of outer thrust reverser doors 98’ are ac-
tively driven to slide between a forward closed position
(Figure 7) and an aftward thrust reverse position (Figure
8) with an actuator system 106 (illustrated schematically).
[0023] Each of the multiple of fan blocker doors 100
are mounted to the FEGVs 68 and are structurally sup-
ported thereby. The FEGVs 68 may include a structural
support section 68A which extend between and structur-
ally support the core case 70 and the fan case 72. Each
of the multiple of fan blocker doors 100 may be mounted
to the FEGVs 68 aft of the structural support section 68A
to define a blocker hinge line BH about which the fan
blocker doors 100 hinge to block the fan bypass flow
(Figure 9).
[0024] The multiple of fan blocker doors 100 are ac-
tively deployed and retracted through an actuator system
108 (illustrated schematically). As the multiple of fan
blocker doors 100 are provided with the structural support
of the FEGVs 68, it should be understood that various
actuator systems 108 and locations may be utilized such
as within the FEGV attachment section 82 or the core
case 70 (shown).
[0025] In operation, the multiple of inner thrust reverser
doors 96 are actively deployed, then the multiple of fan
blocker doors 100 are actively deployed such that the
fan bypass flow is directed through the thrust reverser
cascade section 80 such that the fan bypass flow pas-
sively deploys the multiple of outer thrust reverser doors

98. That is, the multiple of outer thrust reverser doors 98
are passively blown open by the thrust reverser directed
fan bypass flow. Alternatively, the multiple of outer thrust
reverser doors 98 or 98’ are actively deployed with, im-
mediately after, or immediately prior to the multiple of
inner thrust reverser doors 96 but prior to deployment of
the multiple of fan blocker doors 100.
[0026] It should be understood that like reference nu-
merals identify corresponding or similar elements
throughout the several drawings. It should also be un-
derstood that although a particular component arrange-
ment is disclosed in the illustrated embodiment, other
arrangements will benefit herefrom.
[0027] Although particular step sequences are shown,
described, and claimed, it should be understood that
steps may be performed in any order, separated or com-
bined unless otherwise indicated and will still benefit from
the present disclosure.
[0028] The foregoing description is exemplary rather
than defined by the limitations within. Various non-limiting
embodiments are disclosed herein, however, one of or-
dinary skill in the art would recognize that various mod-
ifications and variations in light of the above teachings
will fall within the scope of the appended claims. It is
therefore to be understood that within the scope of the
appended claims, the disclosure may be practiced other
than as specifically described. For that reason the ap-
pended claims should be studied to determine true scope
and content.

Claims

1. A fan case (72) of a gas turbine engine (20) com-
prising:

a fan blade containment section (78) defined
about an engine axis (A);
a thrust reverser cascade section (80) down-
stream of said blade containment section (78);
and
a Fan Exit Guide Vane section (82) downstream
of said thrust reverser cascade section (80).

2. The fan case (72) as recited in claim 1, wherein said
fan blade containment section (78) includes an
abradable layer (84).

3. The fan case (72) as recited in claim 1 or 2, wherein
said thrust reverser cascade section (80) includes a
multiple of ribs (92) which support a multiple of cas-
cade airfoils (94).

4. The fan case (72) as recited in claim 3, wherein said
multiple of ribs (92) form a helix.

5. A fan section (22) of a gas turbine engine (20) com-
prising:
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a fan case (72) defined about an engine axis (A);
a multiple of Fan Exit Guide Vanes (68) attached
to said fan case (72); and
a thrust reverser cascade (90) within said fan
case (72) upstream of said multiple of Fan Exit
Guide Vanes (68).

6. The fan section (22) as recited in claim 5, wherein
at least one of said multiple of Fan Exit Guide Vanes
(68) supports a fan blocker door (100).

7. The fan section (22) as recited in claim 5, wherein
each of said multiple of Fan Exit Guide Vanes (68)
supports a fan blocker door (100).

8. The fan section (22) as recited in any of claims 5 to
7, further comprising a multiple of inner thrust revers-
er doors (96) adjacent to said thrust reverser cas-
cade (90).

9. The fan section (22) as recited in any of claims 5 to
8, further comprising a multiple of outer thrust re-
verser doors (98) adjacent to said thrust reverser
cascade (90).

10. A gas turbine engine (20) comprising:

a fan section (22) as claimed in any of claims 5
to 7;
a core case (70) defined about said engine axis
(A), wherein said multiple of Fan Exit Guide
Vanes (68) are attached to said core case (70);
a multiple of inner thrust reverser doors (96) ad-
jacent to said thrust reverser cascade (90);
a multiple of outer thrust reverser doors (98) ad-
jacent to said thrust reverser cascade (90);
a fan blocker door (100) mounted to each of said
multiple of Fan Exit Guide Vanes (68).

11. The fan section (22) or gas turbine engine (20) as
recited in claim 9 or 10, further comprising a fan na-
celle (66) mounted to said fan case (72), said fan
nacelle (66) at least partially defined by said multiple
of outer thrust reverser doors (98).

12. The fan section (22) or gas turbine engine (20) as
recited in any of claims 9 to 11, wherein said multiple
of outer thrust reverser doors (98) axially slide gen-
erally parallel to said engine axis (A).

13. The fan section (22) or gas turbine engine (20) as
recited in any of claims 9 to 12, wherein each of said
multiple of outer thrust reverser doors (98) hinge
about an outer door axis (OH) generally parallel to
said engine axis (A).
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